
SIOLOC
SUEDE 

 
 

Product description 

Sioloc Suede is a semi-matt silky wall paint that can be used for any indoor project. Once you apply it 

can create a soft, suede-like look with overlapping layers. It is extremely easy to apply, you can create 

several stunning ef fects with contemporary or traditional design quickly 

 
Application Instruction s 

Sioloc Suede can be applied using a flexible plastic trowel or medium pile roller. Sioloc should not be diluted, 

but in case of  extreme heat or suction it can be diluted by water up to 5%.  

 
Surface Preparation 

Make sure the surface is completely dry,dust f ree and aII impurities have been removed. In case 

of  mould, treat the surface with suitable specif ic  products. Brush or remove any ef f lorescence 

and old peeling paint or wallpaper If  you are planning to apply Sioloc Suede on a dusty. 

chalky or high porous area. you should use Atomo (To be applied before Sioloc S ued e  

primer) This will help to consolidate the surface. Once the surface has been prepared you must 

dilute the primer. Wait for 2 to 4 hours for the primer to get completely dry. 

Before applying Sioloc Suede, stir the pot and apply it with a f lexible plastic trowel. The f inish wiII be 

touch dry within an hour and completely dry af ter l - 2 hours. 

 
Cleaning of tools 

Tools should be cleaned immediately af ter use with water. 
 

Technical Specifica tions 

l Kg of  Sioloc S ued e  covers approx Ssqm depends on thickness of  application. 
 

Recomm en datio ns: 

Do not apply Sioloc S ued e  if  the substrate, air.or product temperature is lower than +5°C and 

higher than +35°C, nor under direct sun light. 

 
Storage 

Storage temperature 5- 30 °C Sioloc Suede paint should be used preferably within 2 years f rom 

date of  purchase and should be stored in the original container. under the appropriate temperature 

conditions. 

 
 
 
 



 


